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THE FACTORIZATION AND REPRESENTATION OF LATTICES

BY

GEORGE MARKOWSKY(')

ABSTRACT.   For a complete lattice   L,   in which every element is a

join of completely join-irreducibles and a meet of completely meet-irreducibles

(we say   L   is a jm-lattice) we define the poset of irreducibles P(L)   to be the

poset (of height one)  J(L) U M(L) (J(L)   is the set of completely join-irreduc-

ibles and  M(L)   is the set of completely meet-irreducibles) ordered as follows:

a < p/[\ b if and only if a 6 J(L), b e M(L),  and  a ^C ¡J>.   For a jm-lattice

L,   the automorphism groups of L  and  P(L) are isomorphic,  L   can be re-

constructed from  P(L),  and the irreducible factorization of L   can be gotten

from the components of P(L).   In fact, we can give a simple characterization

of the center of a jm-lattice in terms of its separators (or unions of connected

components of P(L)).   Thus  P(L)  extends many of the properties of the poset

of join-irreducibles of a finite distributive lattice to the class of all jm-lattices.

We characterize those posets of height 1 which are  P(L)  for some jm-

lattice  L.   We also characterize those posets of height 1 which are P(L)  for a

completely distributive jm-lattice, as well as those posets which are  P(L)  for

some geometric lattice  L.

More generally, if L   is a complete lattice, many of the above arguments

apply if we use "join-spanning" and "meet-spanning" subsets of L,   instead of

J(L)  and   M(L).   If  L   is an arbitrary lattice, the same arguments apply to

"join-generating" and "meet-generating" subsets of  L.

This paper concerns the problem of representing lattices by means of closure

operators on partially ordered sets of height 1. Every relation between two sets

R <X x Y induces a Galois connection between the power set of X and the

power set of Y,  and hence determines a lattice L(R) of closed sets (in X,

say).  If L is a finite lattice, and X and  Y are the sets of join-and meet-

irreducible elements of L,  and R  is the relation ^E, then L = L(R). This

idea extends trivially to complete infinite lattices in which every element is a
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join of completely join-irreducibles and a meet of completely meet-irreducibles

(which we have called jm-lattices). We call R the poset of irreducibles and de-

note it by P(L). More generally, if L is complete, the same arguments apply

if X and  Y are "join-spanning" and "meet-spanning" subsets of L.  If L is

an arbitrary lattice, the same arguments apply if X and  Y are "join-generating"

and "meet-generating" subsets of L.  If X and  Y axe invariant under all

automorphisms of L, then in all three cases the automorphism group of the

bipartite directed graph associated with R  is isomorphic to the automorphism

group of L.

In this paper, we examine how properties of L  can be described in terms

of properties of the relation R.   The main object is to characterize those relations

which arise from certain kinds of lattices.

Not every relation comes from a lattice, and § 1 concerns the problem of

describing those which do. We consider this problem for each of three possible

choices: L a jm-lattice, L a complete lattice, L an arbitrary lattice. Certain

of the results can be expressed conveniently in the language of topological spaces.

In §2, we characterize the relations arising from completely distributive

jm-lattices (which are isomorphic to lattices of order ideals of some partially

ordered set). In this case, the relation R provides an alternative to the well-

known "poset of join-irreducibles," and shares many of its properties.

In §3, we do the same for geometric lattices. By applying this condition

and its dual, we obtain a characterization of complemented modular lattices of

finite length.

In §4, we show how the direct factorizations of a jm-lattice L  can be

derived immediately from the poset of irreducibles of L.  In particular, L is

directly irreducible if and only if P(L) is connected (as a graph). This leads to

an elementary description of the center of a lattice in terms of its separators (or

unions of connected components of P(L)).

Finally, in §5 we give a number of examples which illustrate the material

presented in the earlier sections.

The poset of join-irreducible elements P of a finite distributive lattice L

contains i  in a coded form, since L  can be reconstructed from  P.   Further-

more, the automorphism group of P is isomorphic to the automorphism group

of L,  and the direct factorization of L  can be gotten directly from the con-

nected components of P.  However, P is naturally isomorphic to the poset of

meet-irreducible elements of L,  i.e., the meet-irreducible elements do not con-

tain any information about L not already contained in P.  Thus one might sus-

pect that in the nondistributive case one would need to include both the join-

irreducible and meet-irreducible elements of a lattice in any representation of it

which would have the same properties as the poset of join-irreducibles of a finite
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distributive lattice. The results in this paper show that such a representation can

be found, and that we only need to add the meet-irreducible elements to the

join-irreducible elements.

1.  Basic results. Let X be a set; by  |JST| we shall denote the cardinality

of X and by  2X we shall denote the power set of X.   Let n be a non-

negative integer; by n  we shall mean the set   {1, •••,«}. Thus 0=0.  Note

that 2-=£2". We use  U for disjoint union. We will usually write < for set

inclusion and < for proper set inclusion. If X is an object with some sort of

structure, by  Aut(X) we shall mean the set of all automorphisms of X, i.e.,

bijections which preserve the given structure. We shall use  0 (/) to denote the

least (greatest) element of a lattice L if it exists.  As usual 0 (/) is the empty

join (meet).

Definition 1. Let L be a lattice and X < L.

(a) We say that X join-spans (meet-spans) L if 0 ^ X (I # X) and for

every w G L there exists Xw < X such that  w = sup Xw (w = inf Xw). Note

L join-spans (meet-spans) itself. We will use this Xw  notation throughout.

(b) We say that X join-generates (meet-generates) L  if for every w G L

there exists a finite nonempty subset Xw  of X such that w = sup w (w =

inf Xw). Note that L join-generates (meet-generates) itself. We will use this

Xw notation throughout.

(c) If L is a jm-lattice, by J(L) (M(L)) we denote the set of all complete-

ly join-irreducible (completely meet-irreducible) elements of L.   Clearly,' J(L)

(M(L)) join-spans (meet-spans) L.

Remark. We note that any lattice with no infinite chains is a jm-lattice.

More generally, any lattice such that it and its dual are both compactly generated

is a jm-lattice (see [3, p. 43, Theorem 6.1]).

Definition 2.  Let P be a poset.  By a link in P,  we mean a finite

sequence of elements of P,  say ax, • • •, am, such that, for i G m - l, a¡ <

ai+ j   or a¡ > ai+ x. We introduce an equivalence relation of P.   Let x, y G P;

we say that x ~y if there exists a link ax, • • •, am   such that ax = x and

am = y.  We define the components of P to be the equivalence classes of P

with respect to ~. A poset is connected if it has exactly one component.

Definition 3. (a) By a bipartite digraph D, we mean a triple (X, Y,A),

where X and  Y are sets, X H Y =0, and A < X x Y. A  is called the set

of arcs. If S < X,  by  Ou(5) we mean   {y G Y\ there exists x GS such that

(x, y) G A }. Similarly, if T < Y,  by  In(7) we mean   {x G X\ there exists

y G T such that (x, y) G A }.  If x G X [y G Y]   we write  Ou(x) [In(j>)]

instead of Ou({x}) [In({j>})]. We will use the term bidigraph to stand for bi-

partite digraph.
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We will usually think of bidigraphs as being posets with the ordering w >

z  iff w G Y, z G X, and w G Ou(z). It is clear in view of Definition 2 what

we mean by components of D.

By an automorphism F of D we mean a bijection F: X U Y —*■ X U Y,

such that F(X) = X, F(Y) = Y,  and (x, y)GA  iff (Fx, Fy)GA.

(b) Let X join-generate the lattice L and   Y meet-generate L.  Pick

two disjoint sets X1, Y' which have bijections ix: X—>X' and i2:   Y—*Y'.

Then by the X, Y bidigraph, Qf(X, Y, L), of L we mean the bidigraph

(X',Y',A) where  (x,y)GA  if and only if rxx(x) ^i2x(y). Clearly

Qf(X, Y, L) is defined up to isomorphism. To avoid cumbersome notation we

will usually suppress ix   and i2, and identify  X' with X and  Y' with  Y.

In all cases where we use this convention it will be clear how to rewrite the state-

ment in terms of X', Y', ix, and i2. Note that in general the group of poset

automorphisms of Qf(X, Y, L) is not isomorphic to the group of bidigraph auto-

morphisms of Qf(X, Y, L).

(c) Let L  be a complete lattice, X a join-spanning subset of L,  and  Y

a meet-spanning subset of L.   By Q(X, Y, L) we mean the bidigraph (X*, Y*,

A) as in (b) above. We will adopt the same convention in this case concerning

X*, i'j , etc.  In this case, the group of poset automorphisms of Q(X, Y, L) is

isomorphic to the group of bidigraph automorphisms of Q(X, Y, L).

(d) If L is a jm-lattice, by the poset of irreducibles P(L) we mean

Q(J(L),M(L),L).
(e) Any bidigraph (X, Y, A) induces a Galois connection between 2X

and 2Y as follows. If S<X,  then S* < Y is defined as  Y-Ou(S); while

if r< Y, r+ <X is defined as X- ln(T). Note that S* and  r1"  are the

sets associated with S and  T by the usual polarities  *defined on the relation

Xx Y-A  (see [l,p. 122]).

Remark. Note that for all S <X, T< Y,  0u(5*f) = Ou(S) and  ln(T**)

= ln(T). Further, note that for all Sv S2 < X (for all  Tx, T2<Y) Ou(Sf)

< Ou(Sf) (ln(T¡*) < In(j|*))  iff Sf < 5*1" (T¡* < T¡*), since  Ou(» <
Ou(S) (ln(y) < ln(T)) iff x G S*+ (y G T**).

The next several theorems concern the problem of reconstructing L  from

Qf(X, Y, L). It can be shown L == {5*t|5 < X is finite and nonempty}. The

same result holds if L is complete, but here S < X is any subset of X.  We

shall however show that L = {0u(S)|5 <X is finite and nonempty}. The proofs

are essentially the same, but we prefer the second approach, since  Ou(S) can be

calculated more easily than S*^. Recall that we are suppressing ix,i2,X', and

Y'.

We will use the convention that whenever we write P(L), Q(X, Y, L) or

Qf(X, Y, L) the entity in question is defined, i.e., X, Y   and L  are of the
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correct type. Thus if we write P(L), we mean to imply that £ is a jm-lattice,

etc.

Theorem 4. Let L be a lattice, X join-generate L, Y meet-generate

L, and Qf(X, Y, L) = (X, Y, <).

(a) Let RL = {Ou(S)\S is a finite nonempty subset of X\   The map

f: L —► RL given by /(a) = Ou(Za) = Qa(X*^) is a poset isomorphism, where

Xa is as in Definition 1.  Thus RL  is a lattice isomorphic to L.   The join of

two elements in RL is simply their union.

(b) Each element of Aut Qf(X, Y, L) (bidigraph automorphisms) extends

naturally to an element of Aut RL. More precisely, the map F: Aut Qf(X, Y, L)

—*■ Aut RL given by F(g)(Ou(S)) = g(Ou(S)) = Ou(g(S)) is an injective group

homomorphism.

(c) The image of the map F above is the subgroup {/n/-1 |n G Aut L

such that h(X) = X and h(Y) = Y (where f is as in (a))}. TTius F is a

group isomorphism iff for all n G Aut L, h(X) = X and h(Y) = Y.

Proof.  Throughout the proof we will simply write Qf instead of

Qf(X, Y, L).
(a) Observe that for all a G L, X*^ = {x G X\ x < a }. In general, for

any finite nonempty S<X, 5*^ = {jc G X\x < sup¿5}, and hence  supLS

= supLS*t. Thus a<b iff f(a)<f(b). Thus / is injective.  Furthermore,

/ is surjective since for any finite nonempty S <X, f(supLS) = Ou(S*t) =

0u(5). Clearly, if Sx   and S2   ate finite and nonempty subsets of X, then so

is Sx U S2  and Ou^) U Ou(52) = Ou(Sx U S2). Thus the join of two ele-

ments in RL  is their union.

(b) Since g commutes with Ou and  In, it commutes with  *  and  *

and F(g): RL —► RL  and F(g) is isotone. F(g) has an isotone inverse

F(g~l), and hence F(g) G Aut RL. F is clearly a group homomorphism.

Suppose F(g) = F(h). Then, for each x G X,  Ou(g(x)) = Ou(h(x)). But

g(x) = inf¿ (g(x) }* = infL(h(x)}* = h(x). Thus g = h on X   For each y G

Y, g(y) = sup¿ {g(y)}+ = supLg({y }*) = supLn({^ }t) = supL (h(y)}T =

h(y). Thus g = h and F is injective.

(c) Let tí = F(g) for g G Aut Qf and h = f~xh'fG Aut L.  Hence,

h'=ßrx. if xgx, h(x)=rih'f(x)=rlh'(Ou(x))=rl(ou(g(x))) =

g(x) G X.  Thus h(X) = g(X) = X.   Similarly, for y G Y, h(y) = f~1h'f(y) =

r1h'(Ou{y?)=r1(Ou{g(y)}*)=g(y). Thus h(Y)=g(Y)=Y.

Let h G Aut L and suppose that h(X) = X and h(Y) = Y.   In view of

our identification convention, n G Aut Qf.   It is straightforward to verify that

FQi)-fkf~l.
Remark.   If we were to rewrite Theorem 4 in terms of the closure operator
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on X (say), then part (a) would read "the map /:  L—+{S*^\S<X is finite

and nonempty } given by f(a) = X**  is a lattice isomorphism carrying meets

into intersections".  In part (b), the map F should be given by F(g)(S**) =

g(S*i) = g(S)*î. Everything else remains the same.

With very minor modifications, Theorem 4 states the properties of Q(X, Y, L)

(P(L)) for a complete lattice (jm-lattice) L.  We shall merely state the theorems

and omit the proofs, since they are almost identical to the proof of Theorem 4.

For a complete lattice L,  a join- (meet-) generating subset is a join- (meet-)

spanning subset, while the converse is false. In fact, by removing 0 from any

join-generating set we get a proper subset which join-spans L.   For any jm-lattice

L any join- (meet-) spanning subset must contain J(L) (M(L)). Thus for jm-

lattices (especially finite lattices) P(L) consists of "fewer" (<) elements than

Q(X, Y, L) and Qf(X, Y, L) (for all appropriate X and  Y). Note that if

L is a jm-lattice and h G Aut L,  then  h(J(L)) = J(L)  and h(M(L)) = M(L).

Theorem 5. Let L be a complete lattice,  X a join-spanning subset of

L, Y a meet-spanning subset of L, and Q(X, Y, L) = (X, Y, *Q.

(a) Let FL = {Ou(S)\S <X}. Then  rL  is a complete lattice (join being

union) and the map f: L —>TL given by f(a) = 0\x(Xa) = Ou(X*+) is a

lattice isomorphism.

(b) The map F:  Aut Q(X, Y, L) —* Aut rL given by F(g)(Ou(S)) =

g(Ou(S)) = Ou(g(S)) is an injective group homomorphism.

(c) 77ze image of the map F above is the subgroup   {fhf-1 \h G Aut L

such that h(X) = X and h(Y) =Y\   Thus F is a group isomorphism iff for

all h G Aut L, h(X) = X and h(Y) = Y.

Theorem 6. Let L be a jm-lattice and P(L) - (J(L), M(L), =£).

(a) Let rL = {Ou(S)\S < XI   Then  TL  is a complete lattice (join being

union) and the map f: L —> TL given by f(a) = OuQy = Oa(X*^) is a

lattice isomorphism.

(b) The map F:  Aut P(L) -» Aut VL given by F(g)(Ou(S)) = g(Ou(S))

= Ou(g(S)) is a group isomorphism.

The rest of this section is devoted to characterizing those bidigraphs which

are P(L), Q(X, Y, L)  or Qf(X, Y, L) for appropriate L, X,  and   Y.   If L

is the trivial one element lattice we allow P(L) and Q(X, Y, L) to be 0. The

next theorem shows that any bidigraph gives rise to a complete lattice and de-

scribes a natural join-spanning set and a natural meet-spanning set.

Theorem 7. Let D = (X, Y, A) be a bidigraph, f: X—* 2Y be given

by f(x) = Ou(x), g:   Y —> 2Y be given by g(y) = Ou({yf), and LD =

{Ou(5)|5 < X}. (When we write Ou:  X —> 2Y,  we mean the restriction of Ou
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to the subset of 2X consisting of all singleton sets which for simplicity we

identify with X.   We treat In similarly.) Then:

(a) LD is a complete lattice;

(b) f(x) - {0} join-spans LD and g(Y) - {OufX)} meet-spans LD ;

(c) there exists an injective bidigraph homomorphism X from

Q(LD, f(X) - {0}, g(Y) - (Ou(X)}) into D;

(d) D = Q(AX,A2,L) iff X is an isomorphism. Equivalently, D =

Q(AX,A2,L) iff Ou:  X—*2Y is injective,  Ou(x)i=0 for all xGX,  In:

Y —*2X is injective, and ln(y) =£0 for all y G Y.

Proof,  (a) Clearly LD  is closed under arbitrary union and has a least

element  0= Ou(0). Hence it is a complete lattice.

(b) Clearly, f(X)-{0} join-spans LD. Let S<X  We claim that

Ou(S) = infLD(g(S*) - {Ou(X)}). If 0u(5) = Oui*), this is clearly true. If

Ou(5) < Oui*), Ou(X) $g(S*). Thus we claim that  Ou(S) = infLog(S*). We

know that  Ou(S) = Ou(S*f) and it is easy to see that  Ou(S*+) = infLDg(S*).

(c) Let  X:  Q(LD, f(X) - {0}, g(Y) - (Ou(X)}) = ß — D be such that,

for aGf(x), \(a)Gf-1(a) and, for bGg(Y), \(b) Gg-^b).  Clearly, X is

injective. X is a bidigraph homomorphism since

b>a   iff   g(k(b))¥ /(X(a))   iff   Ou(X-ln(\(b)))
Q ¿D

^Ou(X(a))   iff   X(a) £ X - In(X(Z>))   iff   \(b) G OuD(X(a)).

(d) If X is an isomorphism, then clearly Daß. If D = Q(AX, A2, L),

then Ou: X—+ 2Y is injective (thus so is /), In: Y—*■ 2X is injective (thus

so is g), Ou(x) # 0 for all xGX (thus 0 £./(»), and  In(jO ̂  0 for all

y G Y (thus Ou(X) $g(Y)). Thus f(X)- {0} = f(X) and g(Y)- {Ou(X)}

= g(Y), and since both / and g ate injective it follows that  X is surjective,

and hence an isomorphism.

It is sometimes convenient to employ topological language to describe par-

tially ordered sets.  Thus all partial orders on a set correspond naturally in a  1-1

fashion with all  T0-topologies on the same set (see [1, p. 117]). Similarly, all

quasi-orders on a set correspond in a  1-1   fashion with all topologies on the same

set. We now reformulate Theorem 7(d) in topological terms.

Corollary 8. Let D = (X, Y, A) be a bidigraph.   The following are

equivalent:

(a) D^Q(L,AX,A2).

(b) {Ou(x)}x&x is a subbase of a T0-topology on   Y,  Ou(x) =£0 for

all yGY, and In:   Y—>2X is injective.

(c) {ln(y)}yeY is a subbase of a T0-topology on X, m(y)¥=& for all

yGY, and In:   Y —*■ 2X is injective.
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Proof. We will only show that (a) —► (b). The rest of the proof is sim-

ilar.  From Theorem 7 it follows that we need only show that U^eA-Ou(x) = Y,

and that, for all yvy2GY, yx^y2, there exists x G X such that either

yx GOu(x) and y2 <£ Ou(x), or yx £Ou(x) and y2 G Oui». \Jxex0u(x)

= Y follows from the fact that  In(j>) #0 for all yGY.  Furthermore, if there

existed yx,y2 GY, yx ¥=y2, such that yx G Ou(x) iff y2 G Ou(jc) for all

xGX, it would follow that  In(^j) = In(.y2), contradicting Theorem 7.

Remark.   If L and L' are dual lattices, then it is clear that Q(AX,A2, L)

is anti-isomorphic to  Q(A\,A'2,L) for appropriate Ax, A\, A2, A2. In par-

ticular if L is a jm-lattice, L is self-dual iff P(L) is self-dual. Conversely, if

L and V are complete lattices and g:  Q(AX, A2, L) (= Q)—*- Q(A\, A2, L')

(= Q') is an anti-isomorphism, then the map fg: Lq —*. Lq>, given by

fg(Ou(A)) = Ou(g(Ay*) for all A < A x   is an anti-isomorphism of lattices.

We now derive a characterization of those bidigraphs which are isomorphic

to P(L) for some complete jm-lattice L.

Theorem 9. Let D = (X, Y, A) be a bidigraph.  Then the following are

equivalent:

(a) D = P(L) for some complete jm-lattice L.

(b) For all xGX, if A < X is such that Oui» = Ou(A),  then xGA.

Similarly, for all yGY, if T<Y is such that In(jy) = In(r), then yGT.

Proof. If D s P(L), then Ou(x) is completely join-irreducible in LD

where join is union. Hence if Oui» = Ou(A), then x G A.  Let L' be the dual

of L,  and hence a jm-lattice. Thus if In(.>>) = In(r), y G T.

If (b) is true, Oui» =£0 for all x G X since Ou(0) =0  but x $0.

Further, Ou: X —► 2Y is injective. Similarly, ln(y) #0 for all yGY and

In:   Y—*2X is injective. Hence, by Theorem 7, D^Q(AX,A2, L) fora

complete lattice L.   But (b) implies that A x   consists exactly of the completely

join-irreducible elements of L, while A2  consists exactly of the completely

meet-irreducible elements. Thus D = P(L).

The following theorem characterizes Qf(X, Y, L). Since the proof is

quite similar to the proof of Theorem 7 (one needs to be careful about the finite-

ness of certain sets) we will omit it.

Theorem 10. Let D = (X, Y, A) be a bidigraph.  The following are

equivalent:

(i) D^Qf(Ax,A2,L).
(ii) (a) Ou: X—*■ 2Y is injective.

(b) In:   Y—> 2Y is injective.

(c) If S <X is finite and nonempty, there exists a finite nonempty
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T<Y such that m(T) = ln(S*).

(d) If T < Y is finite and nonempty, then there exists a finite non-

empty S<X, such that Ou(S) = Ou(rf). (Note that if D is finite, then (c)

and (d) imply that 0G Image Ou n Image In, where Ou and In are restricted

to finite nonempty sets.)

2. Completely distributive jm-lattices. In this section, we characterize those

bidigraphs which are P(L) for some completely distributive jm-lattice L. We

begin by observing that, if P is a poset, then D(P) (the set of all order ideals)

is a completely distributive jm-lattice, where J(D(P)) = {Jx\x GP}(JX =

{y GP\y <x}) and M(D(P)) - {Mx\x GP} (Mx = {y GP\y ^x}). Further-

more, /: J(D(P)) —*■ M(D(P)) given by f(Jx) = Mx  is a poset isomorphism.

Conversely, if L is a completely distributive jm-lattice, let /: L—► D(J(L))

be given by f(x) = Jx. It is easy to see that / is an isomorphism of lattices.

To show that / is an isomorphism, we only need assume that L is a complete

lattice such that every element is a join of completely join-irreducibles and in which

a A (supweAw) = supweA(a A w) for all a G L and  A < L.

Theorem 11. Let L be a jm-lattice and P(L) = (J(L),M(L),*g). Then

the following are equivalent:

(a) L =i D(R) for some poset R.

(b) For all y GM(L), y G Ou((M(L) - fU^^Ou^) = defTy.

Proof,   (a) —+ (b). For simplicity identify L with D(R). Let y0 G

M(L) and jc0 GJ(L) be such that x0 =f~1(y0), where / is the map described

in the paragraph preceding this theorem. Clearly, Ty   = Ou(S), where S =

{wGj(L)\Ou(W)cC\xein(y0)On(x)}.  Let r0 GR  besuchthat x0=JrQG

J(D(R)) and yQ = MrQ G M(D(R)).  Let x G \n(y0); then x = Jr. Since

x iíy0, it follows that r>r0, i.e., x>x0. Thus Ou» > Ou(x0), whence

x0 G S.   But >>0 G Ou(x0) < 0u(5) = TyQ.

(b)—"(a). Let R=J(L). Let h: L -*D(R) be given by h(a) =

[p GR\p <a}. Clearly, a < b  iff h(a)<h(b), and hence h  is injective.

For each q GM(L), let uq G (M(L) - nxein(y)Ou(x))t  be such that

q G Ou(uq). Then Ou(uq) <Tq< Ou(uq), i.e.,  Tq = Ou(uq). Such a uq  is

unique by Theorem 9.

Let <t>: M(L)—yJ(L) be given by <j>(q) = uq. Clearly, 0 is injective.

Furthermore, since, for each q G M(L), q G Tq it follows that for each x G

J(L), Ou(x) = \Jq(EOu(x)Tq = Ouííw^lc? G Ou(»}). Hence, by Theorem 9,

x = uq  for some q G Ou(s). Hence <¡> is surjective.

Finally, let w G D(R). Then clearly n(sup W) > W.   Suppose tGh(supW).

Let q = 4>~l(t),q ^ t,  and hence q ^ sup W.   Let  wGW besuchthat qG
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Ou(w). But 0u(f) = 0u((r-flA:eIn((7)0u(A:))+)<0u(w), since wGm(q).

But Ou(f) < Ou(w) imphes that t G W. Thus n(sup W) = W, h is surjective

and hence an isomorphism.

3. Geometric lattices. A geometric lattice is a semimodular point lattice of

finite length.  In this section we characterize geometric lattices in terms of their

posets of irreducibles.  Although we use the same terminology used by other

authors (e.g. Crapo and Rota [2]) our characterization is different.  As opposed

to the usual arguments, we allow our circuits to be infinite, and use induction on

height instead of size. The circuits correspond to sets of the form  ln(y), as

opposed to minimal dependent sets (see [2, Chapter 4]). We use the following

definition.

Definition 12. A matroid consists of a set  Y together with a family

{Ca }aeA  of nonempty subsets of Y,  called circuits, such that:

(a) no proper subset of a circuit is a circuit;

(b) if y G Ca n Cß, then Ca U Cß - [y } contains a circuit  (a ¥= ß).

Theorem 13. Let L be a jm-lattice, and P(L) = (J(L), M(L), *£). Then

the following are equivalent:

(a) L is a geometric lattice.

(b) J(L) together with   {ln(y)\y GM(L)} forms a matroid and L is of

finite length, Le., there exists an integer k > 0 such that if Tx < T2 < T3 <

* • •   is a sequence of subsets of M(L) for which  ln(Tx) < ln(T2) < • • •,  then

both sequences are finite and contain no more than k elements.

(c) OuOfj) «£ Ou(x2) for all xx, x2 GJ(L),xx ¥= x2  (L is a point lattice).

For all S<J(L), if xx, x2 GJ(L) are such that Ou(S) < Ou(S U {xx }) <

Ou(S U {x2 }), then Ou(S U {xx }) = Ou(5 U {x2 }). (L satisfies the Steinitz-

MacLane exchange axiom.) L is of finite length, i.e., there exists an integer k >

0 such that if Sx <S2 <S3 <• • •   is a sequence of subsets of J(L) for

which 0u(5j) < Ou(52) < • • •,  then both sequences are finite and contain no

more than k elements.

Proof.  That (a) implies (b) follows in a straightforward manner from the

standard material on geometric lattices (see [1, Chapter IV]). Using the same

material one can easily see that (a) and (c) are equivalent. We now prove that

(b) implies (a).

Clearly, all the elements of M(L) are copoints. We now prove the follow-

ing fact:   If p, q GM(L), r, s GJ(L) are such that  r G In(p) H lvi(q) and s G

Info) - In(p), then there exists t G M(L) such that s G In(í) < In(p) U Info)

- {r}. The proof we will give of this fact uses some ideas of a proof presented by

Curtis Greene at the Advanced Science Seminar in Combinatorial Theory at Bowdoin
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College (Summer 1971). However, in our case we do not assume that  In(p) is

necessarily finite.

The proof is by induction on the length of the maximal chain from p h q

to /.  We start the induction with d(p A q, I) = 2 (where d(a, b) = length of

longest chain between a and b), since d(p A q, I) > 1.  Since J(L) together

with   {ln(y)\y G M(L)} form a matroid we know that there exists  tGM(L)

such that  In(f) < In(p) U Info) - {r}. We claim that s G In(í).  First we show

that t>pNq.   If \GJ(L) is such that  X<pA q, then  X £ In(p) and

X ̂  Info) and hence  X ̂  In(f). Thus t > X.  But since L is of finite length,

p A q = sup{X G /(Z,)|X < pA ?}, and thus f>pA ¿7,  since  t is a copoint.

If s ^ In(r) then t > s,  and hence  r > sv(p A q). But s ^ In(p), i.e., p >

s and q ^ s.   Thus p > sv(p A 4) > p A c.   But c/[p A <?, /] = 2 implies

that s V (p A q) = p   and hence that  í > p,  which is impossible since they are

both copoints. Thus s G In(í).

Assume the statement is true for d\p A q, I] = m> 2 and suppose

d\p A c7, /] = m + 1. Using the property of being a matroid we see that there

exists txGM(L) suchthat ln(tx) < In(p) U Info) - {r}. If s G In(í,), we

are done. Suppose s ^ m(tx); then p A tx> p !\ q, since tx >p /\ q (as

above), p /\ tx > s and p A <? ̂  s. Thus tf[p Ai,,i] < m. Note that r G

In(p) - In(fj). Since In(ft) ^E Infa), there exists 7 G In(f) n In(p) - In(r?).

Now by the induction hypothesis, there exists t2 G M(L) such that r G In(f2)

< In(p) U In(ij) - {7}. Note that s £ In(f2) (since s £ In(p) and s £ In^)

by assumption). Furthermore, q A t2> q h p since  t2>p A tx> p A q,

y < q A r2  and y *fcq A p.  Thus cf[c7 A r2, /] < m,  and by the induction

hypothesis there exists r3 G M(¿) such that s G In(f 3) < Info) U ln(t2) - {r }

< Info) U In(p) - {r}, and the claim is proven.

We now show that all the elements of J(L) are points. If this were false,

there would exist a, b G J(L) such that a < b,  i.e., Ou(a) < Ou(b).  Let q G

Ou(a) and p G Ou(6) - Ou(a). Then b G In(p) n Info) and a G Info) - In(p).

Hence by what we just proved there exists tGM(L) suchthat a G In(í) < In(p)

U Info) - {b }. But this is a contradiction, since  t G Ou(a) < Ou(Z>) and b G

ln(t). Thus L is a point lattice.

Our next step is to show that for all r G J(L) (recall r is a point), r ^a

implies that r M a covers a  for any a G L.   Suppose r^a,  but r \J a does

not cover a  for some a G L.   Let ô be such that r\/ a> b>a,  and b

covers a.  Then for some s G /(/,), b = s V a.   There exist p, q G M(L) such

that p>s V a, p^r,  q >a, q^r, q ^ s.  Thus r G Info) n In(p) and

s G Info) - In(p). By what we proved above there exists tGM(L) suchthat

s G In(r) < In(p) U Info)- {r}, i.e., t^s,  t > r,  and t>phq>a.  But

this means that t>r\l a>s,  contradicting the fact that  t ^ s.  Hence r V a
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covers a for all a G L such that r ^a.

We now show that for any x.yGL, if x covers x A y,  then xV y

covers ^.   Let r G J(L) be such that * = r V (x A y). Then r ^ jy  since x *fí

7.   But x V y = r V(x A y)vy = r \/ y,  which covers j>.  Thus L  is (upper)

semimodular by Corollary 1 of [1, p. 81].

Remark.   Curtis Greene suggested Theorem 13 and implied that it is a

known result. However, the author has not been able to find any references to

it.

4.  Factorization of complete lattices. Some of the following can be general-

ized to arbitrary lattices with universal bounds using a combination of spanning

sets and generating sets.  Since the results for complete lattices convey the basic

idea and are more elegant, we will concentrate exclusively on complete lattices

in this section.

Theorem 14. Let L be a complete lattice.  Then L = UaBANa (Na

a complete lattice of course) iff there exist Ax, A2 </, such that Ax join-

spans L, A2  meet-spans L,  Q(AX, A2, L) = [JaeAKa, where, for all a G A,

b G Ka n A2 and b G Ou(a) =>aGKa  (Ka is the union of connected com-

ponents), and there exist  {Aal }aGA, [Aa2}aeA  such that for all a G A, AaX

join-spans Na, Aa2  meet-spans Na, and Q(Na, AaX, Aa2) =i Ka.

Proof.   Necessity.  L  is complete, so 0, IGL  and consequently there

existO, IGNa for all a G A. Let   {AaX }aeA  and   {Aa2}a^A  besuchthat

AaX join-spans Na  and Aa2  meet-spans A^  for all a G A, and let A*x =

{x GIlß&ANß\Xß = 0,ß^ a and xaGAal}. Define A*2  similarly, but re-

place 0 by /.  We will identify L with the product of the A^s  for simplicity.

It is easy to see that Ax = \Jae^A*x  join-spans L and A2 = UaeA^*2

meet-spans L,  and that b GA2, aGAx, b G Ou(a) => there exists a0 G A

suchthat bGA£Q2  and aGA*.QX. From this it follows that  Q(AX, A2,L)

= \JaeAKa with Ka = A*2 VA*X   and Ka == Q(Aax, Aa2, Na).

Sufficiency.   Let  TL  be as in Theorem 6, Sa= KadA2, and Na =

rL n 2 a  for all a G A. Since  TL  and 2 a  are complete lattices where join

corresponds with union, so is A^.

Consider the map 0:  rL —► HaeA-^a  defined so that the ath component

of 4>(S) is SC)Sa  for a G A, i.e., 0(5) = (S n Sa) a G A. We claim that <¡>

is well defined.  Let  AS<AX   besuchthat S = Ou(As). Let  Wa = As C\ Ka

for a G A.  Since Ka  is the union of connected components, Ou(Wa) = S n

SaGNa. Thus 0 is well defined. 0 and 0-1   are clearly isotone in both

directions and since, for all S GTL, S = UoeaÎ^ n *-«)' •- follows that  0 is

injective.
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Since  TL   is complete, with sup being union, it is easy to see that 0 is also

surjective, and hence a lattice isomorphism.  Since L = TL  the theorem follows.

Remark.   From Corollary 1 of [1, p. 68] it follows that if a complete lat-

tice has an irreducible factorization then this factorization is unique. The following

theorem shows that every jm-lattice has an irreducible representation and shows

how to obtain it from P(L).

Theorem 15. Let L be a jm-lattice.

(a) L is decomposable iff P(L) is not connected.

(b) 77ze irreducible factors of L correspond to the connected components

of P(L).

Proof,   (a)  If P(L) is not connected, it follows from Theorem 14 that

L is decomposable. Conversely, if L  is decomposable it follows from Theorem

14 that there exist a join-spanning subset Ax   of L  and a meet-spanning subset

A2 of L suchthat Q(AX, A2,L) is not connected. Suppose that P(L) is

connected; then P(L) lies in one component of Q(AX, A2,L), call it K.  Now

either Ax -K =£0   or A2 -K =£0   (actually from Theorem 7 it follows that

both sets are nonempty).  Suppose a GAX -K # 0. Then  Ou(a) O M(L) = 0,

but this means that a < b for all bGM(L), i.e., a = 0. But  0 #AX, by

definition of join-spanning subset (the case A2 - K ¥=0  is dual). This contradic-

tion shows that P(L) cannot be connected.

(b) Let the components of P(L) be   {Ka}aBA. Applying Theorem 14 we

see that L is a product of the lattices corresponding to the ^'s. Furthermore,

from the first part of the proof we see that each of the factors is indecomposable

since each Ka  is connected. Thus we have gotten the unique irreducible factor-

ization of L.

Definition 16. (a)  The center of a complete lattice L  is the set of ele-

ments of L which have one component / and the other 0, under some two

factor direct factorization of L.

(b) An element xGL, a jm-lattice, is a separator of L if for all pG

J(L),qGM(L) with p*fcq,  either p<x or x<q.

Remark.   Crapo and Rota [2, Corollary 1 on p. 12.11] prove that an ele-

ment x of a relatively complemented lattice with no infinite chains L is in the

center of L iff x is a separator of L.  The following corollary of Theorem 15

shows that this is true for any jm-lattice. In particular, it is true for all lattices

with no infinite chains.

Corollary 17. Let L be a jm-lattice and xGL.  Then xGC(L) (the

center of L) iff x is a separator of L.

Proof.  It is clear from Theorem 15 that x G C(L) iff BxC\Ka=0   or
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Bx nKa =J(L)C\Ka  (where Bx = {aGJ(L)\a <x}) for each component Ka

of P(L)(aGA).  If p*fcq (p GJ(L),q GM(L)) then p,qGKaQ  for some

a0 G A. If Bx n Kao =0, x<q,  whereas if Bx n Ka =£ 0, p G Bx, i.e.,

p <x

Remark.  Reasoning as in Corollary 17, it is easy to see that for jm-lattice

C(L) = 2X, where X is the set of components of P(L).

5. Examples.

Example 1.  Let L be the lattice corresponding to the following Hasse

diagram:

Then P(L) is the following graph:

c     b    a     d

KxK
abc

Thus  I Aut(P(L))\ =2 = | Aut(I)|   and L is indecomposable.

Finally, observe that  Ta = Tb = Tc=0   and  Td = [a, b, d}. Thus, by

Theorem 11, L is not distributive, which of course is no surprise in this case.

Furthermore,  Y = {a, b, c, d} together with   {ln(y)\y G Y} is not a matroid

since Info) < In(a). Hence, by Theorem 13, L  is not a geometric lattice.

Example 2.  Let L be represented by the following diagram.
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Then P(L) is represented by the following diagram.

c d

o
ab c

P(L) has two components, so that P(L) has two indecomposable factors cor-

responding to the diagram:

{c} ç{a,d}

and

6 <p

A w

*
Note   \Aut(P(L))\ = 1 = |Aut(I)|. Observe that  Ta = {a},   Tc = {c}, and

Td = {a, d}. Thus, by Theorem 11, L is distributive.  By Theorem 13, we see

that L is not geometric, since  Info) < In(a).

Example 3.  Let L be represented by the following diagram.

4- Then P(L) can be represented as

a d c

VA
Thus L is indecomposable and  \Aut(P(L))\ = 6 = ] Aut(Z,)|.  Further, note

that  Ta — Tb = Tc=0, and hence L  is not distributive by Theorem 11. The

pairs (M(L), {ln(y)\y GM(L)}) and  (J(L), [Ou(x)\x G J(L)}) are clearly

matroids and thus it follows from Theorem 13 that L is a complemented modu-

lar lattice.

Remark.   Additional examples and applications of P(L) can be found in

[4] and [5]. The author would like to acknowledge many interesting discussions

with Professors Garrett Birkhoff and Curtis Greene, as weU as the many helpful

suggestions they made. The author is also grateful to the referee for the time he

devoted to increasing the clarity of this paper.
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